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To the Editor:
Randomized clinical trials are accepted sources of evidence for
evaluating and approving drug or biologic therapies on the basis of
their medical safety and clinical efficacy [1]. Despite positive clinical
trials with drug and biologic therapies in combination with radiation
therapy, drug indications and usage specifically with radiation therapy
are infrequent. Over the last decade, cetuximab [2] was the only drug
product that was granted an indication and usage label from the
United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for the use in
combination with radiation therapy.
Radiation therapy, an important inducer of free hydroxyl radicals
with a capacity to damage cancer DNA, has an established therapeutic
role in the definitive management of brain, head and neck, lung,
gastrointestinal, gynecological, and sarcoma malignancies. Better
knowledge of malignant cell radiobiology has invigorated the earlier
study of radiation therapy and drug or biologic therapy combinations
in the clinical development plans of portfolio agents within the United
States National Cancer Institute Cancer Therapy Evaluation Program
(NCI CTEP). To investigate whether radiochemotherapy clinical trials
positive for clinical benefit have integrated into good clinical practice,
we obtained approval from NCI CTEP (Bethesda, MD) to conduct a
retrospective review of anonymized phase II or phase III clinical trials
registered within its databases between January 1977 and June 2016
(Figure 1).
For this study, an inquiry of the NCI CTEP Integrated Platform for
Agents and Diseases (IPAD) database (version 6.1.0, Rockville, MD)
was performed in June 2016 to determine the number of radiation
therapy and drug or biologic therapy combination trials translating
into actual radiation oncology clinical practice. Clinical trials were
sorted using search terms of “radiation,” phase “II, II/III, or III,” and
“complete, closed to accrual, or closed to accrual & treatment.” The
workflow appears in Figure 1. A single reviewer scored by-hand
clinical trials positive for radiochemotherapy clinical benefit if a
radiation therapy and drug or biologic therapy combination showed
any form of benefit as compared to a direct (e.g., randomized trial) or
an indirect (e.g., single-arm trial versus historical control) comparator.
A second reviewer independently provided quality-check. No
descriptive or statistical analyses were done.
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Figure 1: STROBE (Strengthening the Reporting of Observational
Studies in Epidemiology) diagram for the workflow in this study.
A total of 994 radiochemotherapy phase II, phase II/III, or phase III
clinical trials were identified in the time period of interest (1977-2016).
Twelve (1.2%) clinical trials showed clinical benefit to a radiation and
drug or biologic therapy combination. The 12 clinical trials involved
the radiosensitizers 5-fluorouracil, cetuximab, cisplatin, gemcitabine,
temozolomide, and triapine or the radioprotector amifostine. Despite
these results, only three products were granted an indication for the
use of their product in combination with radiation therapy. The
approved agents are cetuximab, temozolomide, and amifostine [3].
This analysis offers a contemporary review of NCI CTEP-sponsored
radiation therapy and drug or biologic therapy combination clinical
trials; however, this analysis does not capture all radiation oncology
practice-changing clinical trials as sponsors vary around the world.
Three factors likely contribute to the low number of clinically beneficial
radiation-agent clinical trials. First, preclinical radiobiology describing
radiation-agent dose, schedule, exposure, and effect often informs
investigators late in an agent’s overall clinical development timeframe.
Second, oncology market pressure often selects both monotherapy trial
and regulatory strategy, leaving combination trials, such as radiationagent trials, for late-stage clinical development. And finally, these
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results suggest that most pharmaceutical companies do not consider
radiation-drug combinations as a pathway to registration or a means of
expanding the indication of an agent. Future radiation therapy and
drug or biologic therapy combination clinical trials might build upon
more structured preclinical radiobiology with wider support from
Industry to forecast clinical success [4].
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